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1QC Review should be completed by a qualified ODOT Biologist, REC or NOAA Liaison. Qualification includes more than 5 years of experience in reviewing state and federal ESA  documents.
1QC Review should be completed by a qualified ODOT Biologist, REC or NOAA Liaison. Qualification includes more than 5 years of experience in reviewing state and federal ESA  documents.
Review Checklist
Review Checklist
1.         Are the fields in the application completed and accurate?
1.	Are the fields in the application completed and accurate?
Yes 
Yes
No 
No
N/A
N/A
Project Name and Key Number
Project Name and Key Number
Road, Highway Number and Mile Point
Road, Highway Number and Mile Point
Coordinates (Latitude and Longitude to at least 4 decimal places)
Coordinates (Latitude and Longitude to at least 4 decimal places)
HUC is accurate
HUC is accurate  
Comments
Comments
2.  Project Description
2.  Project Description
Yes 
Yes
No 
No
N/A
N/A
Only select species that are likely to be present within your API, not just on the country list?
Federally listed Species list is accurate and includes all species that are on the county list or iPaC?
Are Species covered by the FAHP, SLOPES or other consultation method shown?
Are Species covered by the FAHP, SLOPES or other consultation method shown?
Is EFH adequately addressed?
Is EFH adequately addressed?
Are the data sources shown sufficient to come to the NE determination?
Are the data sources shown sufficient to come to the NE determination>
If a field survey was done, was it done with a reasonable method during the proper time of the year?
If a field survey was done, was it done with a reasonable method during the proper time of the year?
Is the API map sufficient to show the project area?
Is the API map sufficient to show the project area?
Does the project description adequately describe the project and logic process used for a NE determination?
Does the project description adequately describe the project and logic process used for a NE determination?
If pavement or concrete work is occurring does the document describe the potential stormwater triggers that were or weren't met?
If pavement or concrete work is occurring does the document describe the potential stormwater triggers that were or weren't met?
Are state listed ESA species adequately addressed?
Are state listed ESA species adequately addressed?
If avoidance measures are needed, are they reasonable and consistent with statewide practices?
If avoidance measures are needed, are they reasonable and consistent with statewide practices?
Comments
Comments
Overall Reviewer Comments:
Overall Reviewer Comments:
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